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He’s worked with Fortune 500
companies including Coca
Cola, HSBC and Maersk to
improve business growth and
boost team productivity.
 
Outside of his work with
Entrepreneur Lifestyle, Ben
helps run a commercial real
estate business, invests in
startups and is a mentor to
aspiring entrepreneurs. 

Ben Ivey is a serial entrepreneur, business coach and
inspiring global speaker. He is founder of Entrepreneur
Lifestyle helping service based business owners put
their lead generation on autopilot, double their revenue,
and safely let go of the wheel.

In the past 9 years Ben and his team have helped 450+
entrepreneurs to boost business revenue, and more
efficiently run their businesses. 

Ben is a global speaker having spoken at over 250
events internationally and has even completed a TED
talk in Mandarin Chinese

ABOUT BEN

WATCH BEN’S SPEAKER REEL

WATCH BEN’S TEDx

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DlvcdcGif4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnmUrlKhL_4


SCALING TO 6 FIGURES: BUILD A SERVICE-BASED
BUSINESS ONLINE, NO NETWORKING REQUIRED

1.

2. AVOID FEAST FAMINE MONTHS: HOW TO CONSISTENTLY
GENERATE 5 SALES CALLS WEEKLY WITH LINKEDIN?

3. TIME MASTERY IN THE AGE OF AI: 8 STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE
BUSINESS EFFICIENCY AND FOCUS FOR BUSINESS GROWTH

SPEAKING TOPICS

Identify the 3 core systems you need to generate £10k per month. 
Learn the #1 secret for consistent leads without attending any in person
events. 
Discover the surprising reasons why most Service Based Businesses will
never surpass 6 figures. 

Discover why you must avoid being too #vanilla on Linkedin, to stand out
above your competition
Learn how to leverage automation & “The 5 stages of the Buying Cycle” to
3X your volume of leads. 
Why you must build a “Client Generating Machine” to sustainably scale
your business - Turn £2k into £10k every month

Identify the Core Routine and Structure you need to maintain focus on your
business. 
Discover the best AI tools you need to 2x your efficiency in your business. 
Learn the 6 types of Entrepreneur Procrastinators to uncover why you are
overwhelmed and procrastinating in your business.

BEN ALSO SPEAKS ON TOPICS INCLUDING: 
Stop Self Sabotaging your business success
How to have more time as a business owner?
Riding the wave of change as an entrepreneur

If you would like Ben to make a tailor made
talk please email us at:
ben@entrepreneur-lifestyle.com
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“It was great to invite Ben to speak at Coca Cola. He
simplified concepts and the team all have 3
takeaways they need to implement. Thank you so
much and we are looking forward to seeing him
again soon.“
- Alex N., Managing Director | Coca Cola Shanghai

“Out of over 500 speakers we have had from all over
the world. Ben is one of the best. He knows how to
improvise and interact with an audience naturally. He
quickly developed rapport to keep everyone
engaged and gave us an extreme dose of motivation
that we all needed. Fantastic Speaker.”
- Chris Chen, Country Manager | Roblon

RAVE REVIEWS FOR
BEN IVEY

“Ben is authentic and inspiring! I attended several
training and coaching sessions where Ben was one of
the important speakers. Ben is an excellent speaker
delivering on topics varying from generating leads,
how to achieve business success and, ways to be
more productive, etc. Thank you!”
- Dingli Xu, Director BIG | Chance Management
Consulting Co. 

“We had Ben as a speaker at the Speak to Sell Show
and he blew our socks off! What an amazing human
being, professional and speaker. He shared some
stories that took the audience on an emotional
rollercoaster while making it super fun and
insightful. I don’t come across speakers like Ben
often. I highly recommend him as a speaker, coach
and mentor.” 
- Jose Ucar, International Speaker



“It was definitely the right choice to pick Ben. He set the tone for the day with his
amazing energy rocking the stage. We’ve had tremendous feedback from the senior

leadership and the whole team. Thank you!”
- David ⾦聖偉 / HSBC

“The 2 day training was very good and our CEO was
extremely pleased with the insights as our entire
senior leadership team had great takeaways.
Through this session Ben achieved exactly what we
were looking for and more. Thank you so much and
we are looking forward to him delivering more
workshops soon.”
 - Nicole Huang , HR Business Partner | Maersk Line China

“Ben is the best public speaking trainer we have
had in Shanghai since we founded Tedx Fuxing
Park.”
- JingJing, Event Manager | Tedx Events

RAVE REVIEWS FOR
BEN IVEY

“I have invited Ben to speak for our organisation
multiple times. He always delivers and is
inspirational on stage. I can’t thank him enough for
the time he has spent inspiring our staff and
speaking at many of our events.”
- Frank Huang, CEO | Chuangyu Business Consulting 



ENTREPRENEUR LIFESTYLE STORIES

We have worked with over 450+ 
business owners in the past 9 years.

Here are a few case studies of clients so you
can see the results for yourself:

You can check out more stories of
clients we've worked with here:

CHECK OUT SOME STORIES 
OF OUR CLIENTS

https://entrepreneur-lifestyle.com/stories

